Step 1 A
Building Management Will, Mindset, Culture and
Leadership
Introduction
WCM is a competitive strategy that aims for shareholder’s value creation
through focus on sustainable and superior QCDIP performance and other
parameters. The objective of our WCM initiative is to successfully compete with
any organization in which every employee from top to bottom is working towards
making that organization the best in its particular field. It is based on the idea
that each person is an expert in his or her own job, and by synergyzing the
collective thinking power, creativity and job knowledge of every one in the
organization, we can accomplish this objective.

One cannot seek cultural change in a business like manner. It is not something
that can be bought or installed like computer software. Developing a culture is
like planting a garden, it takes time. It requires vision, planning and systematic
& disciplined application of skill and effort. We could understand that the task is
by no means easy, as part of the problem is duality of WCM philosophy that
stresses both on instrumental and the inspirational. The inspiration is essential
for sustaining the initial flush of enthusiasm.
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The Proven Processes that we follow for Building Management Will, Mindset,
Culture and Leadership are outlined below:

Sub Step 1: WCM Conference cum Workshop for Champions
For the inspirational part, the WCM Conference cum Workshop has exceptional
potential and acts as stimulus to the Cultural Change. The Conference cum
Workshop is a sophisticated model, wherein organization abandons the
traditional demarcation between managers and the managed & instead
recognizes that all employees will need to assume some managerial
responsibility.
The next step is fulfillment of motivational requirements by setting aside
assumptions taken for granted about human motivation. Conventional
management is based upon the view of motivation emanating from the early
days of industrialization, when agricultural labor proved reluctant to submit to
factory rules. We study motivation because we assume that motivation is
problematic. This assumption prevents us from seeing that most people, given
the information and education about the best practices and a job reasonably
consistent with their abilities and aspirations, are motivated.
The Conference cum Workshop is fulfilling this task effectively. If asked for a
single reason for the existence of abnormality, employees voluntarily express
their commitment for driving out all abnormalities from their work area and come
forward with improvement projects. There are many proposals to improve the
work practices from the operators end itself; some teams have improved their
work areas to a considerably higher standard in Ware House and Process
House, and all this is happening without any formal project assigned to them.
Main purposes of Conference cum Workshop are:
Build up the Top Management Will, thus getting a Commitment from them.
To introduce and proliferate the concepts, tools and techniques of World
Class Manufacturing at all levels.
Develop Leaders (Known as Champions of Change) to further proliferate
the WCM Concepts in plant once the Conference cum Workshop is over.
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Establish a common language amongst the Champions of Change.
Develop a Culture for Excellence involving People, and Creating a Mindset
for doing Quality work in all that we do, every time, all the time.

Process of Conference cum Workshop: The Corporate WCM Cell conducts a
Two Days Conference cum Workshop in each Unit to initiate the WCM Activities
aiming towards Zero Abnormality Culture.
The Conference cum Workshop has to be attended by at least 10% of the total
number of employees with the minimum strength of 40. The participants cover a
cross section of employees including:
CEO
Senior Personnel
Middle Management
Representatives from Workers
Union Members
Staff
All the participants transform themselves as Champion of Change for
proliferating the World Class Manufacturing concepts to all level through inhouse conference cum workshop.
Conference cum Workshop is divided into two Sessions:
The First Session of First Day begins with the Welcome Address by the unit
CEO. It is followed by opening remarks by the Speaker and the Video Projection
of Chairman’s Speech and WCM Theme Song. The presentation by the Speaker
covers the basic Concept of WCM including Mindset, Culture, Leadership.
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The study material to be given to the participants for a particular Session is
placed on their tables before the commencement of that Session.
The teams carry out exercises on the following topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Abnormality Identification (Zero Abnormality Movement)
Waste Identification
One Point Lesson
What If Exercise

The teams are provided with detailed guidelines and formats to help in Carrying
out the exercise, which will be followed by presentation.
The basic purpose of these exercises is to develop an eye for Abnormality and
to be able to use all the five senses in identifying and eliminating Abnormalities.
The participants are divided into cross-functional Teams that are assigned predetermined areas.
One guide belonging to that area accompanies the Team in order to clear their
doubts about the equipment conditions etc. Participants are required to identify
various abnormalities according to the Eight Types of Abnormalities as given in
the Abnormality Spotter Guide (For Eight Types of Abnormalities refer Annexure
1). These observations are filled in the Zero Abnormality Movement Format.

The participants after observing the Abnormalities, Waste and the Potential
failures in the area assigned to them, prepare a presentation on their
observations. On the second day the presentation is made in the presence of
the CEO. An Action Plan is prepared for rectification of the Abnormalities and
Waste identified during the Conference cum Workshop.
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Certificates are issued to the Participants, who now are the ‘Champions of
Change’ in their Unit.
Session Schedule
Day 1:
Welcome Address by Unit CEO
Presentation by Corporate WCM Cell:
Message from Chairman (Video Presentation)
Theme Song & Introduction
Mindset
Methodology and Related Aspects
Tools for Problem Solving and Innovations
Abnormality Spotters Guide
Visual Management
Seventeen Steps of Implementing WCM and Facilitating Structure
Team Photograph
WCM Workshop
Plant Visit for Identification of Abnormalities and Waste
Team Discussion on Abnormalities and Waste – Observations and
Suggestions for Improvements towards “Zero Defects, Zero Losses, Zero
Accident, Zero Pollution” Status.
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Day 2:
Presentation by WCM Workshop Teams
Unit’s Seventeen Steps Master Action Plan
Open House
Sub Step 2: In –house Conference cum Workshop
To cover rest of the employees a series of In–house Conference cum
Workshops are conducted by the WCM Secretariat with the help of Champions
developed during the Conference cum Workshop conducted by Corporate WCM
Cell. This program is a replica of the Conference cum Workshop conducted by
Corporate WCM. Here the focus should be the eight dimensions and the Zero
Abnormality Movement. The purpose is to proliferate the WCM Culture
throughout the Organization. Action plan for Abnormalities identified by the
participants during these Programs should be prepared. Records of these
Conferences cum Workshop are to be kept ready with the WCM Secretariat.
The Unit should make time bound action plan to cover all employees through the
conference. In-house trainers should be identified and the training material
should be translated to local language.
Sub Step 3: Teams to Revisit the Same Area
The teams formed during the Conference cum Workshop identify the
Abnormalities and prepare an action plan for the Abnormality rectification. These
teams should take the responsibility of the follow up actions. In this regard the
teams should revisit the areas where they had been sent for abnormality
identification and ensure that those abnormalities have been rectified. The
frequency of revisit should be once in a month at least.
Sub Step 4: Top Management Leading by Setting Examples
The Abnormality Free Proactive Culture can not be achieved unless the
Leadership is effective. The Top Management should understand the WCM
Concept and practice it. The “Sab Kuch Chalta Hai Culture” should not be
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accepted. The Leaders should set examples for the others. Visible Commitment
on day to day basis from the Leaders is an important aspect. Involvement of the
Top Management in the Initial Cleaning, Abnormality Identification exercise etc.
has shown a positive result. The Top Management should regularly interact with
the Sub Committees and WCM Secretariat. During the Steering Committee
meetings the Top Management should review the progress. They are also
expected to conduct Autonomous Maintenance in their own area, practice ZAM
(Zero Abnormality Movement), Use Problem Solving Tools, understand the
concept of Internal Customer, encourage Quality awareness etc.
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Step 1 B
Announcement by the Top Management
The Top Management should make an announcement regarding the launching
of WCM initiatives in an open forum where all the employees are present. The
purpose of this activity is to make the employee feel the need of WCM initiatives
and to align them with the vision of the company.
The message should also be published in the Company’s Bulletin and/ or the
local newspaper. Proper coverage with photograph is essential. This helps in
boosting the motivation level of the employees and an acknowledgement of the
commitment of the management.
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ANNEXURE 1
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